Data Engineering Internship

You will be...

...part of a project focused on using drones in a 5G-enabled environment
...working with an ElasticSearch-based data analysis stack
...turning vast amounts of telemetry into useful information
...collaborating with partners while being a part of Hepta’s software team

We would like you to...

...be trustworthy and be able to work effectively independently when needed
...have interest for turning large volumes of data into useful information
...have a proactive mindset, ability to drive projects
...be fluent in at least one major programming language
...have done at least one pet project (in addition to University ones)

We offer you...

...a paid internship
...flexible hours
...work in a fast-paced, ambitious and successful company
...a chance to add an impressive project to your CV
...an opportunity for a future career in Hepta

See you in the sky!

http://hepta.ee/intern